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1 Introduction 

Map is a combination of the natural and economic phenomena on earth by mapping 

according to mathematic principles, producing a reduction image on plane with symbols 

and annotations. In SuperMap, a single or multiple datasets about identical geographic 

scale with certain style or theme, are illustrated in one map window, which is named as 

map. The thematic map focuses on one or several natural or economic phenomena in the 

mapping region. In SuperMap, the thematic map is a symbolization of the map layer, i.e. 

imaging certain character of terrain elements by rendering in various styles. Thematic 

mapping is an effective approach to visualize and analyse data. Rendering a dataset by a 

layer style can visualize data. However, by mapping one or many attribute-oriented 

thematic maps on the basis of datasets, the changing distribution state and law as well as 

developing changing trend would be obvious to us. To the same geographic data, a 

number of layers for different attributes could be created to view them individually; 

similarly, you may create many thematic layers to one attribute by using various drawing 

and rendering methods, to get different view of distribution law and changing features to 

provide specialized forecast. The second chapter of this section will introduce the basic 

knowledge of thematic map; the third chapter gives detail description of thematic maps 

supported by SuperMap Objects Java. After you get through the whole section, you will 

know the following contents:  

1. The basic concepts related to thematic map, like thematic variable, thematic 

sub-item, etc;  

2. The proper situations for various thematic maps;  

3. Related ports of thematic map;  

4. How to apply SuperMap Objects Java to produce thematic map;  
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2 Fundamental Knowledge 

2.1 About Thematic Maps 

The following are instructions of various thematic maps in vector data and grid data:  

Unique Values Map: Categorizes elements with the same thematic value as one class 

which has a common rendering style, such as colour or symbol, to be distinguished from 

others.  

Ranges Map: Each range is created to contain elements within a scope of thematic values 

to share the same colour or symbol to display. There are many ranges available.  

Dot Density Map: A group of points, with certain dimension and the same shape, display 

a phenomenon's distribution scope, quantity characters, and distribution density. The 

number of the points and their meaning should depend on the map content. The areas 

with high density points indicate the phenomenon's high density or concentrations in the 

same places.  

Graph Map: A statistic thematic map of one element will illustrate its correspondent 

thematic value. 

Graduated Symbol Map: Displaying quantity relationship between elements according to 

one quantity character and category method. A group of grade symbols will be used to 

label them.  

Label Map: Labeling points, lines, regions by thematic values. For instance, to mark 

scenic resort names.  

Grid Ranges Map: The value of pixels of a raster dataset is categorized into several 

segmentations which display the pixels within a certain scope by the same colour.  
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Grid Unique Value Map: Categorizing pixels with the same attribute value into one class. 

Each class uses a colour to distinguish from others.  

This chapter will illustrate the stated concepts, including thematic variables, thematic 

values, layers, sub items, colour and style.  

2.2 Thematic Variable and Thematic Value 

Thematic variable is used as field expression when making thematic map. It could be the 

single field, single or multiple mathematic expressions in vector data. For instance, 

Pop_2006 is a field of population number; Area is a field of cities dimensions; as a result, 

Pop_2006 or Area could be used as thematic variables in the thematic map. 

There is one or more thematic values could be displayed on one thematic map. Usually, 

single value thematic map, segmentation thematic map, points density thematic map, 

grade symbol thematic map, and label thematic map are based on one thematic value; 

while the statistic thematic map are based on multiple thematic variable. For instance, 

the population and cities' dimensions could be displayed in a pie chart. It should be 

noted that, one thematic value could display multiple attribute fields' content by field 

expressions.  

The value of a thematic variable is thematic value which could be numerical data, as well 

as non-numerical data (for instance, land using types, owner of house property). 

Numerical data is used in all kinds of thematic maps, while the non-numerical data is 

usually used to produce single value thematic map or label thematic map.  

 

 

2.3 Map Layers 

When a dataset is loaded into the map window, it is a map. That is to say, maps are a 

view of the datasets. According to the display style, there are two types of maps, the 

 To raster data, thematic variables are the pixels in raster dataset, and the thematic 

values are the attribute value of the pixel. 
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general map and the thematic map. In general map, the whole map is rendered by only 

one style. However, in thematic map, the display style is based on the thematic variable. 

 

Diagram 1The Thematic Map 

 

 

Diagram 2 The General Map 

 

One dataset could have multiple thematic maps, please see the Diagram 2.3. They are a 

label thematic map and a unique values map of cities in Shandong province in the same 

map window.  

When browsing your maps, SuperMap is able to provide zoom in and zoom out view of 

the map as well as the size of the symbols, for instance, the city names in Diagram Three.  

 

 

 Note: Only the symbols with size dimension, font, and lines with thickness 

dimension can zoom with the map, excluding colours. 
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Diagram 3  Two Thematic Maps of the same dataset. 

2.4 Thematic Maps Sub Items 

The concept of thematic map sub-items are used in many thematic maps with different 

meanings. Currently, the thematic maps that have sub-items include: unique value map, 

graph map, ranges map, label map, grid ranges map, and grid unique value map. 

The unique value map takes the elements with the same theme value as one class, 

sharing the same rendering style. Each class is a thematic map sub-item. For instance, an 

administrative map is created by the unique value map, and the Name field represents 

province names. Taking the Name field as the thematic variable, if it has five different 

values, there would be five thematic map sub-items, and all the elements in each 

sub-item have the same Name values. 

Ranges map first divides the thematic values into several ranges, and then allocates the 

elements to the correspondent range together. Each range is a thematic map sub item, 

displaying in the same color, fill-in, and symbols.  
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Label map uses thematic values to annotate objects including points, lines and regions. It 

should be noted that the label map allows users to set scale sections, and each section is 

a sub-item. 

Graph map is able to do the statistic operation and analyse multiple thematic values on 

the single graph map. The number of sub-items equals the number of thematic values. 

For instance, for an urban and rural population ratio map (three-dimensional histogram), 

there are two thematic variables, one field for Urban Population (represents the number 

of the urban population), and the other one for rural population (represents the number 

of the rural population). There are two items in the thematic map on statistics, 

respectively representing the statistic map for the values of the urban population in 

Northeast China, and the static map for the values of the rural population in Northeast 

China. In the diagram, the yellow columns belong to one sub item, while all the green 

columns belong to the other one. 
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Diagram 4 Population Statistics on Gender 

Grid ranges map is similar to ranges map, except that the data used here is in grid. As a 

result, the sub-items of grid ranges map are divided several ranges according to cetain 

segment ways. 

Grid ranges map takes the units with the same value as one class which is a sub-item of 

the thematic map.  

 

 

2.5 Displaying and Filtration 

When creating thematic maps, users can set filtration conditions to display their 

interested data to analyse. The filtration conditions are able to be set by SQL expressions. 

For instance, in order to illustrate the sales of all branches of a supermarket in a 

 All the elements in one sub-item are considered as integrity. When you set 

the styles, all the contained elements will also be changed。 
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graduated symbol map, a SQL expression: [(Sales_06-Sales_05)/Sales_05]<10% is the 

filtration condition, then the outcome will not include the branches that have annual 

increase rate under 10 percent. 

2.6 Colour Schemes 

For the thematic map that has sub-items, SuperMap provides a set of color scheme, 

which can offer all sub-items of thematic maps a set of color scheme. Meanwhile, it can 

porperly allocate each sub-item a rendering color in accordance with the number of 

sub-items. 

There are three types of pre-set color schemes. One of them is gradual change of one 

colour, another is gradual change between two colours, and the last one is gradual 

change among multiple colours. In SuperMap Objects Java 6R, the colour scheme is 

stored in class ColorGradientType. 

Table 1 Color Scheme 

Gradual 

change of one 

colour 

 

Gradual 

change 

between two 

colours 
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Gradual 

change among 

multiple 

colours 
 

 

2.7 The Import and Export of the Thematic Style 

In SuperMap, the style configuration of the thematic map could be exported to XML 

documents. By using this file, users are able to check and tailor the style configuration 

information of the thematic map. 

The XML file records all the configuration information of the thematic map. For instance, 

the label map's XML file records its' map types, visible scales, label style configurations, 

and the thematic variables. 

Please note when you import the XML thematic style file. First, the file should be used in 

the same type thematic map. For instance, the XML file exported from label map can 

only be used in other label maps. Second, since the XML document also has thematic 

variables' configuration, you have to make sure the data used in the thematic map which 

you want to import the XML file is the same with the map which is exported the XML file; 

otherwise, the disagreement parts should be tailored to use.  
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3 Thematic Map Introductions 

Both vector data and raster data could be used to make the thematic map. The thematic map of 

the vector data is based on its properties; while the raster data's is based on pixels. SuperMap 

provides six thematic maps for vector data (points, lines, regions and composite datasets), and two 

thematic maps for raster data (raster dataset). 

For the vector data, the thematic maps include unique value map, ranges map, dot density map, 

graph map, graduated symbol map, and label map. Except the unique value map and rangers map, 

all the thematic maps supports composite datasets. 

The thematic maps for raster data includes grid ranges map and grid unique value map. 

 

Characters of the Thematic Maps Offered by SuperMap Objects Java: 

1. Thematic map is an independent map, so we can adjust its displaying order in the map 

layers.  

2. One dataset is not only able to be used to create multiple thematic maps in the same 

style, but also able to be used to produce a variety of thematic maps in different styles. 

For instance, region datasets are used to create all types of thematic maps for vector 

data. 

3. Support the filtration and avoidance of the graph map. 

4. In the label map, one element could have its parts taking different displaying styles, 

which is compound text. Meanwhile, multiple labels could be displayed on the map in 

matrix, which is complicated label thematic map. It should be noted that, there is zoom 

limits of the text when zooming with the map. 

 Note: the text dataset and image dataset cannot be used in thematic maps. 
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5. You are allowed to do range settings in the label and graph maps, and each of the range 

will have unique displaying style. For instance, to produce a national resort sites map 

(taking the site names as labels), we can use the range displaying function to illustrate the 

places suitable for visiting in four seasons respectively. 

3.1 Unique values map 

3.1.1 Summary 

In order to produce a current land use map to illustrate the distribution and scope of grassland, 

forest land, and resident land, the unique value map could be used to render each land type with 

one color to distinguish it from others. 

Unique value map categorizes elements with the same thematic value as one class which has a 

common rendering style, such as colour or symbol, to be distinguished from others. 

In unique value map, the value of a thematic variable could be non-numerical descriptive 

properties, like the element names, types and states; meanwhile, it also could be the numerical 

mark properties, like the unique ID of element and the land use type. Additionally, the numerical 

thematic values sometimes are used in deputy the quantity, in which every element will has a 

unique style. It is not recommended to use the unique value map when there are many different 

values, as you cannot distinguish them clearly. 

The unique value map clearly displays the qualitative differences of phenomena, rather than their 

quantitative differences. It is widely used in the geological map, topographical map, vegetation 

map, land use map, political administrative division map, natural division map, economic division 

map, and so forth. 

Diagram 3.1 is an economic division map in unique value map. 
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Diagram 5 The Unique Values Map 

3.1.2 The related ports 

In SuperMap Objects Java, the unique values map belongs to class ThemeUnique, whose 

properties and methods are listed in Table 3.1. 

Table 2 The Methods List of Class ThemeUnique 

Types Description 

int 

add(ThemeUniqueItem item) 

Add a unique values map sub item into the sub item list of 

the unique values map. 

void 

clear()  

Delete all the unique values map sub items. With this method 

conducted, all the sub items could not be used anymore, as 

they were released. 

void 
dispose()  

Release the local resource occupied by Theme. 
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boolean 
fromXML(java.lang.String xml)  

Create an unique value map object from XML string. 

int 

getCount()  

Obtain the order number of the specific sub-item in the 

current order. 

GeoStyle 

getDefaultStyle()  

Obtain or set the default style of the unique values map to 

the objects that is not list in the sub item of unique values 

map; otherwise, the default style of the layer will be used. 

ThemeUnique

Item 

getItem(int index)  

Obtain the unique values map's sub item according to 

designate order number. 

java.lang.String 

getUniqueExpression()  

The field expression of the unique values map, creating fields 

or field expressions in the unique values map. The field could 

be an attribute of the element, for instance, the ages and 

components in a geological map. It has value in numerical or 

character type. 

int 

indexOf(java.lang.String unique)  

Obtain the order number of the specific sub item in the 

current order. 

boolean 

insert(int index, ThemeUniqueItem item)  

Create default unique values map based on designate vector 

dataset, unique values map field expressions, gradual-change 

colour model, and external table. 

Static 

ThemeUnique 

makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset, java.lang.String 

uniqueExpression)  

Remove a unique values map sub item according to a specific 

number. 
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Static 

ThemeUnique 

makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset,java.lang.String 

uniqueExpression, ColorGradientType colorGradientType)  

Create default unique values map according to designate 

vector dataset and unique values map field expressions. 

Static 

ThemeUnique 

makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset,java.lang.String 

uniqueExpression, ColorGradientType colorGradientType, 

JoinItems joinItems)  

Create default unique values map according to designate 

vector dataset, unique values map field expressions, and 

gradual-change colour model. 

static ThemeUnique 

makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset,java.lang.String 

colorField, Colors colors)  

Create default four colours unique values map according to 

specific colour, vector dataset and colour fields. 

boolean 

remove(int index)  

Remove a unique values map sub item according to a specific 

number. 

void 

reverseStyle()  

Display the style of sub items in the unique values map in 

reverse order. 

void 

setDefaultStyle(GeoStyle style)  

Set the default style of the unique values map to the objects 

that is not list in the sub item of unique values map; 

otherwise, the default style of the layer will be used. 

void 

setUniqueExpression(java.lang.String value)  

The field expression of the unique values map, creating fields 

or field expressions in the unique values map. The field could 

be an attribute of the element, for instance, the ages and 

components in a geological map. It has value in numerical or 
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character type. 

3.1.3 Creating methods 

There are two methods available to create a unique values map by using SuperMap Objects Java.  

1. A group MakeDefault methods offered by class ThemeUnique.  

2. By adding sub-item of the unique value map.  

The following are the instructions of the two methods: 

3.1.3.1 ThemeUnique. makeDefault method 

In order to use makeDefault method to create a thematic map, a vector dataset should be obtained 

from map control or workspace first; and then set down parameters of thematic variable, 

gradual-change colour model, and so on. The necessary parameters for each makeDefault method 

are listed in the following parameters illustration: 

There are three makeDefault methods provided by class ThemeUnique: 

1)  public static ThemeUnique makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset，  

java.lang.String uniqueExpression, ColorGradientType colorGradientType) 

Table 3 Parameters Illustration of makeDefault Method 

Parameter Names Illustration 

dataset The designate vector dataset.  

uniqueExpression Field expressions of unique value map.  

colorGradientType Gradual-change colour model.  

2)  public static ThemeUnique makeDefault (DatasetVector dataset,                                      

java.lang.String uniqueExpression,                                    
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ColorGradientType colorGradientType,                                     

JoinItems joinItems) 

Table 4 Parameters Illustration of makeDefault Method 

Parameter Names Illustration 

dataset The designate vector dataset.  

uniqueExpression 
Field expressions of unique values 

map.  

colorGradientType Gradual-change colour model.  

joinItems External table connection items 

 

Note: this method build a connective relationship with an external table by Join. The fields of the 

table could be used to create a thematic map in which users have to set the method 

Layer.setDisplayFilter; otherwise, the thematic map creation will be failed. 

3)  public static ThemeUnique makeDefault (DatasetVector dataset, 

                                      java.lang.String colorField, 

                                      Colors colors) 

Table 5 Parameter Illustration of Method makeDefault 

Parameters Illustration 

dataset The designate vector dataset.  

colorField 

Colour field name stores numeric values to represent 

different colours. When creating the thematic map, these 

values will give the correspondent place with the correct color. 

Note: the colour field name should not be the same with the 

existing fields.  

colours 
The colours imported by users to create thematic maps, 

and there is no limits of its number. For instance, when you 
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import one colour, system will take it as one of the colours in 

creating thematic maps.  

 

The unique values map created in this method is four colours unique values map, which is different 

from the ones created by the previous two methods. The four colours unique values map is able to 

use four colours to colour regions with common borders by different colours on one map. 

 

Diagram 6 The Four Colours Unique Values Map 

Example program to create a unique values map by using makeDefault method: The following 

program displays how to create a unique values map and store it as an image in JPEG: 

public void themeUniqueExample() { 

       //Opening the workspace 

       Workspace workspace = new Workspace(); 

       WorkspaceConnectionInfo workspaceConnectionInfo = new 

WorkspaceConnectionInfo(); 

       workspaceConnectionInfo.setType(WorkspaceType.SXW); 

       workspaceConnectionInfo.setServer( 

               "E:\\SuperMap Objects Java 
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6R\\SampleData\\world\\world.sxw"); 

       workspace.open(workspaceConnectionInfo); 

//Opening the maps 

       MapControl mapControl = new MapControl(workspace); 

       Map map = mapControl.getMap(); 

       String mapName = workspace.getMaps().get(0); 

       map.open(mapName); 

       map.refresh(); 

//Obtaining the datasets from the layers 

      Dataset dataset = mapControl.getMap().getLayers().get(0).getDataset(); 

       if (dataset.getType().equals(DatasetType.REGION) || 

          dataset.getType().equals(DatasetType.POINT) || 

          dataset.getType().equals(DatasetType.LINE)) { 

        //Producing the default unique values map 

          DatasetVector datasetVector=(DatasetVector)dataset; 

          ThemeUnique themeunique = 

ThemeUnique.makeDefault(datasetVector, "SmID"); 

          //Adding created thematic map to the map window 

          map.getLayers().add(dataset, themeunique, true); 

          //Refresh the map. 

          map.refresh(); 

         //Exporting the map as image files in JPEG. 
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          Dimension dimension = new Dimension(400, 400); 

          map.setImageSize(dimension); 

          map.outputMapToJPG("D:\\output\\map"); 

          //Releasing resources 

          themeunique.dispose(); 

          workspaceConnectionInfo.dispose(); 

          workspace.dispose(); 

      } 

  } 

3.1.3.2 Methods to add sub items of unique values map 

This method creates a unique values map by adding sub items.  

 First, set the sub items in a sub item class ThemeUniqueItem, including the sub item names 

and display style, and so on.  

 Second, each sub item should go through the method ThemeUnique.Add 

(ThemeUniqueItem item) to be added in the sub item list. The elements excluded by the list 

could select their style through setting ThemeUnique.DefaultStyle attribute.  

 At last, call method Layers.Add (Dataset dataset, Theme theme, boolean addToHead) to 

display the thematic map.  

Table 6 Methods to add sub items of unique values map 

Method Description 

setCaption(java.lang.String caption) Set every sub item names. 

setStyle(GeoStyle style) 
Set if the sub items of unique values 

map are visible. 

setUnique(java.lang.String value) Set displaying style for every sub item 
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of unique values map. 

setVisible(Boolean value) Set the unique values of sub items. 

3.2 Ranges map 

3.2.1 Summary 

When creating a soil erosion intensity map, in order to display clearly of the erosion degree, we 

should divide the erosion degree into several ranges. For instance, we divide it into six sections: 

micro degree: <500; mild degree: 500-2000; moderate degree: 2000-6000; moderate strong: 

6000-10000; Strong degree: 10000-20000; violent degree: >20000, with the unit ton/ (kilometer² 

×year). From the micro degree to the violent degree, the colours become darker and darker, which 

indicates that the erosion intensity is higher and higher. Finally in GIS, we have to use the ranges 

map to render it.  

In ranges map, each range is created to contain elements within a scope of thematic values to 

share the same colour, infill, and symbol to display. The thematic variables in ranges map must be 

numeric type. It is usually used to reflect the quantity and extent characters of continuous 

phenomena, for instance, the distribution of precipitation; the distribution of soil erosion intensity.  
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Diagram 7 A Ranges map 

3.2.2 Illustration of Ranges map  

3.2.2.1 Style setting 

Using colors to represent the range of values are the most common way in ranges theme map, for 

instance, the rain fall amount is displayed by color from green to red. When any further render is 

required, SuperMap offers various style setting including color, line shape, fill-ins. Consequently, 

users may set styles for ranges by themselves. The method ThemeRangeItem.setStyle is used to set 

style. 

3.2.2.2 Setting ranges methods 

SuperMap offers many setting range method (RangeMode class), including equal distance, square 

root, root-mean-square deviation, log, equal count, and self-definition, which separate values 

according to some distance. Hence, the variables of Ranges Map must be number. Different 

approaches will get different results.  

The standard of separation is if the elements with similar values are put in the same segment. The 

two key aspects of separation is the approach and the range number. The following paragraphs are 

going to introduce all necessary means required by SuperMap Objects Java.  
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Equal separation approach: separating values according to the maximum and minimum value and 

user's range number. In the outcome, each range has the same length. For instance, in order to 

separate a field with value range 1 -10 into four sections, which are 1-2.5, 2.5-5, 5-7.5, and 7.5 -10. 

(Note, they are [ 1,2.5),[ 2.5,5), [5,7.5),[7.5,10))  

 

 

Formula for calculating equal distance separation: 

𝑑 =
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

 

The is the distance between ranges.  is the maximum value of thematic map  is the 

minimum value, count is the number of range set by user. Formula for producing separating point 

is: 𝑉𝑖 = 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑑 × 𝑖                  (𝑖 = 0,1,… , 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡) 

The is value of separating point, should be positive int from 0, when is equal to zero, is 

; when is equal to count, is . The elements allocated in ranges will have different 

styles. 

Square root method: separate equally of the square root value, to obtain the separation value, and 

then squ are them as the final separation points. 

Formula: 

𝑑 =
 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
 

The is the distance apart. is the maximum value of the thematic value, is the 

minimum value of the map, count is the number of ranges. The corresponding formula is: 

V𝑖 = ( V𝑚𝑖𝑛 + d × i)2          (𝑖 = 0,1,… , 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡) 

 However, there are probably empty ranges. 
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The  is the separation point value, the positive int from 0 to count to represent ranges, when

is zero, is ; when is equal to count, is . The elements allocated in different 

scope will be set in different style. 

However, it is not suitable for data that contains negative number, but only suitable for thematic 

value distributed distantly. For instance, the maximum and minimum values of a thematic map are 

=0.1, =10000, the equal separation approach will generate many ranges, but the 

square root will be ( =0.3, =100), which compress the difference between data into a 

few correctly range.). 

Log separation: it is much the same principle as the square root, and the difference is to obtain log 

value of the thematic value. First, equally separate log values between the maximum value and the 

minimum. The formula of the distance is: 

Log separation: it is much the same principle as the square root, and the difference is to obtain log 

value of the thematic value. First, equally separate log values between the maximum value and the 

minimum. The formula of the distance is:  

𝑑 =
log10 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 − log10 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
 

The  is the distance apart, is the maximum value of the thematic value, is the 

minimum value of the map, count is the number of ranges. The corresponding formula is: 

V𝑖 = 10(log 10 V𝑚𝑖 n +i×d)          (i = 0,1,… , count) 

The  is the separation point value, it is positive integer from 0 to count, to display ranges. When i 

is equal to zero, is ; when i is equal to count, is . The elements allocated in 

ranges will be given different style. But for the data with negative number will not suitable for this 

method.  
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Obviously, it is also suitable for values distributed in large scale. The log separation has higher 

compression rate than the square root, producing more optimum result.  

Standard separation: reflects the some properties' deviation to the average value. It requires the 

average value and standard deviation value first, and then separating them into ranges, each of 

which is a standard deviation, The middle value is the average value, and the left and right 

separation point has a 0.5 standard deviation differential from it. The average value of thematic 

value is mean, standard deviation is std, then the separated result is as diagram:  

 

 

For the values in thematic variables between (0-100), and the average value is 50, and the standard 

deviation is 20, then the separation ranges are 40-60, 20-40, 60-80, 0-20, 80-100. The elements in 

different scopes will be set different displaying style. 

The same number separation: there is the same number of elements in each range. The exact 

number of element in each range is set by users. It is allowed to have the same number in each 

range. For instance, to separate 75 numbers into 8 ranges; if each range contains 9 elements, but 

the last range will have only 3 elements, Formula is: 𝑛 =
𝑁

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
 

Then is the number of elements in each range, N is the total element number, count is users' range 

number. When n is not int, round it off. In this case, the number in the last range will be different 

with others.  

The separation is suitable for linear distribution. Since the number of elements is the same, the 

outcome sometimes cannot represent the distribution of data. The number that is very different 

from each other will possibly set into the same range, which could be solved by enlarging the range 

number.  

Customized separation: setting range length according to user's definition. The number of ranges is 

calculated by the following formula: 

 The ranges in the outcome will not be decided by users in this case. 
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V𝑖 = Vmin + i × d     (i = 0,1,… , count) 

The  is the separation value. is the minimum of thematic value. is the distance set by 

user, count is the range number.  is positive integer from 0 to count, representing ranges. When 

is equal to zero, is ; when is equal to count,  is . 

3.2.3 The Interface Concerned 

The interface used in SuperMap Objects Java is class ThemeRange, please look at table one and 

two for its method and property: 

Table 7 ThemeRange class Method List 

Type Description 

boolean 
addToHead(ThemeRangeItem item)  

Add a sub item to the head of the list. 

boolean 
addToTail(ThemeRangeItem item)  

Add a sub item to the tail of the list. 

void 

clear()  

Delete all sub items of the ranges map. The execution of it will 

cause the combined objects to be released. 

void 
dispose()  

Release all local resource occupied by theme map. 

int 
getCount()  

Obtaining the number of ranges in ranges map 

ThemeRangeItem 
get(int index)  

Obtaining the sub item by specific number from ranges map. 

java.lang.String 
getRangeExpression()  

Obtaining or setting field expression. 

int indexOf(double value)  
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Obtaining the order number of the specific field value. 

static ThemeRange 

makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset,java.lang.String 

rangeExpression, RangeMode rangeMode, double 

rangeParameter)  

According to given vector dataset, field expression, range model, 

and the corresponding parameters, to generate default range 

map 

static ThemeRange 

makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset,java.lang.String 

rangeExpression, RangeMode rangeMode,double 

rangeParameter, ColorGradientType colorGradientType)  

Make the default range map with the given dataset, 

rangeExpression, rangeMode, rangeParameter and 

colorGradientType. 

static ThemeRange 

makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset,java.lang.String 

rangeExpression, RangeMode rangeMode,double 

rangeParameter, ColorGradientType colorGradientType, 

JoinItems joinItems)  

Makes the default range map with the given dataset, 

rangeExpression, rangeMode, rangeParameter, 

colorGradientType and joinItems. 

boolean 

merge(int index, int count, GeoStyle style, java.lang.String 

caption)  

Merges the specified counts of ThemeRange items from the 

specified index and assign the style and caption to the new item. 

void 

reverseStyle()  

Displays the ThemeRangeItem object with the reverse style in 

range map. For example, there are three ranges in a thematic 

map; they are item1, item2, item3. After calling this method, the 

display style of item3 and item1 will reverse and the item2 will 
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not change. 

void 
setRangeExpression(java.lang.String value)  

Sets the field expression. 

boolean 

split(int index, double splitValue, GeoStyle style1, 

java.lang.String caption1, GeoStyle style2, java.lang.String 

caption2)  

Splits the range of the specified index into two ranges with the 

split value, and the two ranges have their captions and styles. 

3.2.4 Creation method 

There are two ways to generate ranges map: 

1. By the series of method, makeDefault provided by ThemeRange;  

2. By adding sub item of Ranges Map.  

The following is the introduction of these two methods:  

3.2.4.1 ThemeRange. makeDefault 

The steps of generating Thematic Maps through makeDefault are the same with unique thematic 

map. First, a vector dataset should be obtained for thematic map generation, and then set the 

thematic variable, colorGradientType. The necessary parameters for makeDefault methodk can be 

found in the following table. 

ThemeRange class offers three makeDefault methods: 

1)  public static ThemeRange makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset, 

                                     java.lang.String rangeExpression, 

                                     RangeMode rangeMode, 

                                     double rangeParameter) 
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Table 8 makeDefault method parameter illustration: 

Parameter name Illustration 

dataset The specified vector dataset. 

rangeExpression Range field expression. 

rangeMode 

Range model. Including equal distance ranges, square 

root, standard deviation, log, fix number, and self-defined 

distance approach. 

rangeParameter 

Range parameter. When the range model is equal distant 

range, square root, log, or fix number, the parameter is 

range number; when the separation model is standard 

deviation method, the parameter does not work; when it 

is self-defined distance, it represents customized distance. 

Parameter rangeMode represents range model, which is the stated enumeration, please refer to 

table 2.7. 

Table 9 RangeMode class 

Enumeration Value Illustration 

CUSTOMINTERVAL Self-defined ranges.  

QUANTILE Fix number ranges.  

LOGARITHM Log ranges.  

STDDEVIATION Standard deviation  

SQUAREROOT Square root  

EQUALINTERVAL Equal distance 

 

2) public static ThemeRange makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset, 

                                    java.lang.String rangeExpression, 

                                    RangeMode rangeMode, 
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                                    double rangeParameter, 

                                    ColorGradientType colorGradientType) 

Table 10 makeDefault method's parameter illustration 

Parameter Name Illustration 

dataset The specified vector dataset.  

rangeExpression Range field expression.  

rangeMode Range model.  

rangeParameter 

Range parameters. When the range model is equal distant 

range, square root, log, or fix number, the parameter is 

range number; when the separation model is standard 

deviation method, the parameter does not work; when it 

is self-defined distance, it represents customized distance.  

colorGradientType ColorGradientType.  

 

3) public static ThemeRange makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset, 

                                   java.lang.String rangeExpression, 

                                   RangeMode rangeMode, 

                                   double rangeParameter, 

                                   ColorGradientType colorGradientType, 

                                   JoinItems joinItems) 

Table 11 makeDefault method parameter illustration 

Parameter Name Illustration 

dataset The specific vector dataset.  

rangeExpression Range field expression.  

rangeMode Separation model.  
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rangeParameter 

When the range model is equal distant range, square root, 

log, or fix number, the parameter is range number; when 

the separation model is standard deviation method, the 

parameter does not work; when it is self-defined distance, it 

represents customized distance. 

colorGradientType Color gradient model.  

joinItems External table connection item.  

Note: It creates an external connection by "Join" with an external table. It requires to set 

Layer.DisplayFilter property, otherwise the creation will fail. 

3.2.4.2 The approach of adding sub item 

This method create range map by add range map sub item. 

 First, set the sub item ThemeRangeItem as the following interface, including its Name, Style, 

etc; 

Table 12 Setting ThemeRangeItem to property list 

Method Description 

setCaption(java.lang.String value) Setting Name of ThemeRangeItem 

setStart(double start) The end value of ThemeRangeItem 

setEnd(double end) Setting if the ThemeRangeItem is visible. 

setStyle(GeoStyle value) The initial value of the ThemeRangeItem. 

setVisible(boolean value) 
Setting every sub item's style of 

ThemeRangeItem. 

 

 Then, by using ThemeRange.addToTail (ThemeRangeItem item) or ThemeRange.addToHead 

(ThemeRangeItem item) method add it in ThemeRangeItem list; 

 Finally, calling Layers.add (Dataset dataset, Theme theme, boolean addToHead) method to 

display the Thematic Maps. 
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3.3  Dot density map 

3.3.1 Summary 

A group of points, with certain dimension and the same shape, display a phenomenon's 

distribution scope, quantity characters, and distribution density. The number of the points and 

their meanings should depend on the map content. Diagram one is a dot density map. Dot density 

map uses one numeric attribute information (a thematic value) into different categories. Each 

category represents the thematic value's distribution situation across several areas by different 

quantity or density points. As a result, the quantity differences among the areas will be clear. It is 

usually used on map with quantity character. such as the grain yield, GDP, population information 

of different areas; hence, you can anticipate that dot density map is suitable for region datasets.  

 

 

Diagram 8 Dot Density Map 

3.3.2 The Meaning of the Points in the Dot Density Map 

In a dot density map, the number of points or density degree reflects an area or scope's thematic 

values, and one point represents certain quantity. The thematic value is the number of points 

multiplying the quantity deputed by a point. For example, in a dot density map, a city with a 

population of 2,000,000 has one point to deputy a population of 20,000, therefore, 100 points will 

be distributed across the city on the map.  

In two areas with the same number of points, the area covering smaller square dimension indicates 
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higher density. In a word, the thematic value (or mapping object) of the dot density map is the 

quantity which reflects density. For instance, a dot density map about population of a variety of 

areas represents the density of points by graphs, which reflect the density of population. It is also 

possible to use population density as the thematic variable, the different colours as the population 

density difference. The higher number of points in an area indicates the higher density or 

concentration.  

The number represented by each point and its displaying dimension could be decided by users. A 

reasonable represented number and suitable dimension will avoid point's overlapping, which will 

decline the phenomenon's distributed situation. Therefore, when the thematic value is very large, 

the number represented by a point should be bigger, and the dimension of the point should be 

smaller. In practice, you may try several times to have the most satisfied settings.  

In one dot density map, the style of points should be the same. Users are allowed to create 

multiple dot density maps by using data's several attributes to display their density character in 

one map.  

The distribution of points in the dot density map is random, not the true distributions. Even under 

the same setting, the creation of the thematic map will be different on two thematic maps with 

points on different positions. 

3.3.3  The Interface Concerned 

In SuperMap Objects Java, the dot density map class is ThemeDotDensity, whose methods are 

listed in Table 13: 

Table 13 ThemeDotDensity Method List 

Type Description 

void 
dispose()  

Release the local resource occupied by thematic map 

java.lang.String 
getDotExpression()  

Returning fields or field expression to create dot density map. 

GeoStyle 

getStyle()  

Obtaining the Type of Thematic Maps. Please refer to the detail 

information of ThemeType class. 
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double 

getValue()  

Obtaining every value represented by every point in thematic 

map. 

void 
setDotExpression(java.lang.String value)  

Setting fields or field expression to create dot density map. 

void 

setStyle(GeoStyle style)  

Setting the Type of Thematic Maps. Please refer to the detail 

information of ThemeType class. 

void 
setValue(double value)  

Setting every value represented by every point in thematic map. 

3.3.4 Generation Method 

In SuperMap Objects Java environment, follow the steps below to generate dot density map: 

1. First, a vector dataset should be obtained for thematic map generation from map tool or 

work space.  

2. Setting the point style in dot density map;  

3. Instantiation a dot density map and setting it;  

4. Calling Layers.add (Dataset dataset, Theme theme, boolean addToHead) method to 

display it .  

Creating dot density map instance program: 

The following code illustrates how to create a dot density map, and save it as a JPEG 

image. 

  public void  dotDensityExamplse() { 

        //Open work space 
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 Workspace workspace = new Workspace(); 

 WorkspaceConnectionInfo info = new 

WorkspaceConnectionInfo(@"E:\world\world.sxw"); 

 workspace.Open(info); 

 //Open map 

 MapControl mapControl = new MapControl(workspace); 

 Map map = mapControl.Map; 

 String mapName = workspace.Maps[0]; 

 map.Open(mapName); 

 //Obtaining dataset on map layer 

 DatasetVector dataset = 

mapControl.Map.Layers["World@world"].Dataset as DatasetVector; 

 //Setting point style on the dot density map 

 GeoStyle geostyle = new GeoStyle(); 

 geostyle.MarkerAngle=10.0; 

 geostyle.MarkerSize=1.0; 

 //Instantiation an objective of dot density map, and setting thematic 

map.  

 ThemeDotDensity themedotdensity = new ThemeDotDensity(); 

 //Setting fields that used to create dot density map 

 themedotdensity.DotExpression="SmID"; 

 themedotdensity.Style=geostyle; 

 themedotdensity.Value =1; 

 //Add the generated thematic map into map window 

 map.Layers.Add(dataset, themedotdensity, true); 
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 map.Refresh(); 

 //Export the map as JPEG image file 

 map.ImageSize = new Size(400, 400); 

 map.OutputMapToJPG("D:\\map"); 

 //release resource 

 mapControl.Dispose(); 

 workspace.Dispose(); 

       } 

   } 

 

3.4  Label map 

3.4.1 Summary 

In SuperMap, you are able to label the map easily. The label on the map are indispensable for 

distinguishing the geography elements as well as their important properties, such as administrative 

divisions, rivers, governments, tourist attractions, contour information, and so on.  

When using thematic values to annotate (or label) points, lines, and regions, you may do it in the 

label map. The characters and numeric fields are usually used to label address, street name, river 

class and width. It should be noted that the information like legend description, map names, scales 

are mapping elements which cannot be annotated on label map.  

In a label map, the displaying an d position of labels could be set to the same or depend on the 

ranges. Each range is able to have a unique label style.  

SuperMap Objects Java label has four strengths: First, users are able to set different styles for 

ranges by creating a field expression to decide the range values, giving desired styles to the right 

elements according to their values. Second, the complicated label, i.e. label nested label is possible 

in SuperMap. Third, one element could have its parts taking different displaying styles, which is 
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compound text. For instance, text "the Himalayas" can have its first three characters in red, and the 

last two characters in blue. At last, it should be noted that there is zoom limits of the text when 

zooming with the map. 

 

Diagram 9 Illustration of a label map 

3.4.2 Label Position 

Labels are very important in a map to guide users to understand it. 

3.4.2.1 Inner point 

By default, the label's anchor point is the element's inner point.  

To different geometric objects, the positions of inner points are different. The region's inner point 

is in the geometric object, near to the center point. The line's inner point is the first sub object's 

inner point (when there is only one sub object, whose inner point is the object's inner point). 

When the object has odd number of nodes, the middle node is the inner point. If the number of it 

is even, choose the latter one. When the sub object has two nodes, the middle point of them is the 

inner point. 
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3.4.2.2 Anchor point and label position 

3.4.2.2.1  Anchor point and label position 

Generally speaking, control the label position by the anchor point. It should be set in the style of 

label or text. Currently, 12 kinds of relations between label and anchor are provided in class 

TextAlignment. Angle-point alignment (diagram one): the four corners should be in alignment. 

Central-alignment (diagram two): the middle points of the four lines should be in alignment. Basic 

line alignment (diagram 3): the left, centre and right line should be in alignment. 

 

Diagram 10 Angle-point alignment 

 

 

Diagram 11 Central-alignment 
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Diagram 12 Basic line alignment 

For instance, a regional element (circle), whose center point is the inner point (red), In figure 4, the 

position of label are set as top-middle (pink) and lower right angle (blue) alignment. 

 

Diagram 13 Label position in different alignment style 

3.4.2.2.2 How to set the position relationship between label and anchor 

TextAlignment enumeration set the relationship between label and anchor. In order to set the 

relationship, a TextStyle class should be instantiated, and then set TextStyle.Alignment property, at 

last set the label Thematic Maps in two cases: 

 If there is sub items, setting through attribute ThemeLabelItem.Style;  

 When there is no sub item, set the unified text style through method 

ThemeLabel.setUniformStyle.  
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3.4.2.3 Offset 

Anchor point could be different with inner point. Users are able to set the offset on X and Y 

direction to control label's anchor position.  

Offset value is a constant or expression. For instance, if the expression is SmID, in which SmID=2, 

then the offset is 2. The offset value is a fix value, with unit of the map.  

Methods in SuperMap Objects Java, such as ThemeLabel.get/setOffsetX and ThemeLabel. 

get/setOffsetY are used to set offset value. ThemeLabel's IsOffsetFixed attribute is used to if fix 

label's offset.  

3.4.2.4 Effection and speciall processing 

There are many positions and special processing of the label provided by SuperMap to meet 

different label requirements. At this moment, there is no relationship between the anchor point 

and the inner point. 

3.4.2.4.1 Flow viewing 

For large scale area, it is the flowing view label that will be much suitable for it. In this case, even 

only part of the map is displayed in window, the label is still visible, providing comfortable browsing 

approach. Figure 3 and 6 display the difference between them. 

  Note: Flow viewing should not be used to point label map. 
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Diagram 14 Fix Label 

 

 

Diagram 15 Flow Viewing 

 

SuperMap Objects Java offers method ThemeLabel.isFlowEnabled that is used to set if displaying 

label.  

3.4.2.4.2 Automatic avoidance 

When elements are cluster together, the inner point will control label's anchor point, and the labels 

could be overlay with each other, but the bottom ones are not visible.  

Note: in automatic avoidance mode, if class Map's method isOverlapDisplayed is true, then the 

label in great overlay will not be avoided. When isOverlapDisplayed is false, some labels will be 

filled to secure all labels are not overlayed.  

SuperMap Objects Java offers ThemeLabel.isOverlapAvoided to set function of automatic 

avoidance.  

3.4.2.4.3 Pull line displaying 

When the label is in flow displaying, its position is not fixed. A pull line directs to the inner point. In 

this way, the pull line displaying function will help to fine the corresponding element. The pull line 

only available when the label is displayed flowly. Diagram 2.13 is the label map obtained in pull line 

mode. 
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Diagram 16 Pull line mode 

SuperMap Objects Java offers method ThemeLabel.setLeaderLineDisplayed (boolean value)for 

setting if displaying the property of pull line.  

3.4.2.4.4 Alone line mark 

The line shape terrain usually extends very long. The label set along them in mapping will enable 

users to identify them very easily. 

There are five along-line directions (AlongLineDirection) provided, which are top-to-bottom, 

left-to-right, etc. Each option contains vertical and horizontal directions, and the line direction will 

decide which one is in effect. For the straight line, if the angle between it and the horizontal line is 

less than 60 degree, then it is taken as horizontal, otherwise it is vertical. Please look at figure 3.13, 

the line direction is top-to-down, left-to-right, then label 14 and 15 are marked from top to bottom; 

label 16 and 17 are marked from left to right. SuperMap Objects Java offers ThemeLabel. 

isAlongLine method to set if displaying the text along lines. 
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When line object is too long, it is recommended to set the label mark intervals to make attributes 

ThemeLabel.IsLabelRepeated and ThemeLabel.LabelRepeatInterval. For instance: in road mark, a 

3-meter interval could appear repeatedly.  

Note: in along-line mark model, the position of label will be different in angles. Then all labels will 

rotate according to the text style settings. SuperMap Objects Java offers ThemeLabel .isAngleFixed 

to set if the angle is set. Figure 8 and 9 give mark directions: top-to-down, left-to-right; Rotating 

degree is zero. The differences are one for unfixed angel and the other for fixed angle. 

 

 

Diagram 17 Unfixed angle 

 

 

Diagram 18 Fixed angle 

 

3.4.2.4.5 Map repetition mark 

If a dataset has a same field value for multiple records, there will be many repeated label on the 

map. The left picture in figure 10 displays the fifth ring road of Beijing with repetition, while the 

right picture shows a simple way. 
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Diagram 19 Map Repetition Mark Effect 

3.4.3 Label Style 

3.4.3.1 Text style 

The setting of label text style includes font, alignment, size, height, width, rotate angle, front scene, 

and background settings. Additionally, some word effects like bond, shadow, etc, can be set too. 

SuperMap Objects Java allows to display the accuracy. If the accuracy is set to 0.1, the object that 

with field value 178.3129 will be displayed as 178.3. The size of text can be zoomed in and out with 

map.  

SuperMap Objects Java offers ThemeLabel's NumericPrecision property that is used to set number 

precisity; ThemeLabel class's MaxTextHeight, MinTextHeight, MaxTextWidth, MinTextWidth. 

3.4.3.2 Text combined style 

A character of SuperMap Objects Java is allowed to set combined style, making labels displayed in 

different styles.  

1. Separating text by separator  

For instance “&” is separator, which separates text “5&109” into “5” and “109” two parts. While 

displaying, "5" and separator &” will use the same style, string "109" apply the same style.  

2. Separating ranges by using range index  
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The index value in string is int starting from 0.  

SuperMap Objects Java offers method get/setUniformMixedStyle of class ThemeLabel.  

3.4.3.3 Background Style 

SuperMap Objects Java allows to set background shape style. There are seven types shape: 

rectangle, round rectangle, etc.   

 

SuperMap Objects Java offers property for setting background shapes 

ThemeLabel.get/setBackShape. The property for background setting is ThemeLabel. 

get/setBackStyle. 

3.4.4 Label Map's Ranges Displaying 

The significant feature of label map is displaying in ranges. Consequently, the values that covers 

different values will be displayed separately.  

Setting ThemeRange.RangeExpressionproperty to set ranges expression;  

Setting ThemeRangeItem.Style property, and then setting styles for the label.  

3.4.5 Complicated Thematic Maps 

In SuperMap, it is allowed to create complicated label. The elements including pictures, symbols, 

label map could be used to create complicated label. 
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Diagram 20 Complicated Label Map 

The property of Label in ThemeLabel class is used to set complicated label. If the current label is 

matrix label element of complicate label, users may get its Thematic map through Parent of 

ThemeLabel class. For the lines and columns, all should be set in Label Matrix. For the setting of 

matrix label, if it is image Type, it should be set in class LabelMatrixImageCell; if it is symbol Type 

matrix label element, it should be set in LabelMatrixSymbolCell class. 

3.4.6  The Interface concerned in Label Map 

In SuperMap Objects Java label map class is ThemeLabel, whose methods are in the following table： 

Table 14 ThemeLabel class Method List 

Type Description 

boolean 
addToHead(ThemeLabelItem item)  

Add a sub item to the head of the list. 

boolean 
addToTail(ThemeLabelItem item)  

Add a sub item to the tail of the list. 

void 
clear()  

Delete all sub items of the label map 

void 
dispose()  

Release all local resource occupied by theme map. 

AlongLineDirection 
getAlongLineDirection()  

Gets whether to show label along the line. 
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LabelBackShape 

getBackShape()  

Gets the background shape for labels, e.g. rectangle, rounded 

rectangle, etc. 

GeoStyle 
getBackStyle()  

Returns the background style of the label. 

int 
getCount()  

Obtaining the number of ranges in label map. 

ThemeLabelItem 
get(int index)  

Getting the sub item by specific label map. 

java.lang.String 
getLabelExpression()  

Obtaining mark field expression. 

double 

getLabelRepeatInterval()  

Obtaining the intervals in line-alone mark. The length unit and may 

geographic is unified. 

LabelMatrix 
getLabels()  

Obtaining the label matrix, in which labels are arranged in matrix. 

GeoStyle 

getLeaderLineStyle()  

Obtaining lines between label and its marked object displaying 

style. 

int 
getMaxLabelLength()  

Obtaining the maximum length of the label. 

int 
getMaxTextHeight()  

Obtaining the maximum height of the text. 

int 
getMaxTextWidth()  

Obtaining the maximum width of the text. 
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int 
getMinTextHeight()  

Obtaining the minimum height of the text. 

int 
getMinTextWidth()  

Obtaining the minimum width of the text. 

int 

getNumericPrecision() 

Obtaining the precision of the number in the label. 

java.lang.String 

getOffsetX()  

Obtaining or setting text's horizon offset to the inner element. Unit 

is the map unit. 

java.lang.String 
getOffsetY()  

Obtaining text's vertical offset to the inner element's inner point. 

OverLengthLabelMod

e 

getOverLengthMode()  

Obtaining displaying label in line feed. 

ThemeLabel 

getParent()  

Obtaining the label map that contains the current label map, i.e. the 

father object. 

java.lang.String 

getRangeExpression()  

Obtaining range field expression. the value in separating expression 

must be numeric. 

Size2D 
getTextExtentInflation()  

Obtaining the cache area to the X and Y axis in labels. 

MixedTextStyle 

getUniformMixedStyle()  

Obtaining Type of the Map, Please refer to ThemeType class for 

detail. 

TextStyle getUniformStyle()  
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Obtaining the unified text style. 

int 
indexOf(double value)  

Obtaining the order number of the specific field value. 

boolean 

isAlongLine()  

Obtaining if displaying text alone the line. True represents 

displaying, False means displaying normally. The default one is 

False. 

boolean 

isAngleFixed()  

If fix the text in alone-line displaying. True represents fix, false is 

displaying alone line angle. By default it is False. 

boolean 
isFlowEnabled()  

Obtaining if displaying label in flow, by default it is False. 

boolean 

isLabelRepeated()  

Whether to highlight the lines or the region that formed by the lines 

or not. The default value is true. 

boolean 

isLeaderLineDisplayed()  

Whether to highlight the lines or the region that formed by the lines 

or not. 

boolean 
isOffsetFixed()  

Gets or sets if current label map will fix the text offset. 

boolean 
isOverlapAvoided()  

Return if displaying text preventing collision. 

boolean 
isRepeatedLabelAvoided()  

Obtain if avoid map re-mark. 

boolean isSmallGeometryLabeled()  
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When the length of label is longer than the object itself, get or set a 

Boolean value that indicates whether to show the label on current 

page. 

static ThemeLabel 

makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset,java.lang.String 

rangeExpression, RangeMode rangeMode, double rangeParameter)  

According to given vector dataset, field expression, range model, 

and the corresponding parameters, to generate default label map. 

static ThemeLabel 

makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset,java.lang.String 

rangeExpression, RangeMode rangeMode,double rangeParameter, 

ColorGradientType colorGradientType)  

According to given vector dataset, field expression, range model, 

the corresponding parameters, and color gradient to generate 

default label map. 

static ThemeLabel 

makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset,java.lang.String 

rangeExpression, RangeMode rangeMode,double rangeParameter, 

ColorGradientType colorGradientType, JoinItems joinItems)  

According to given vector dataset, field expression, range model, 

the corresponding parameters, color gradient to generate default 

label map, and external connection table to generate label map. 

boolean 

merge(int index, int count, TextStyle style, java.lang.String caption)  

Merges the specified counts of ThemeRange items from the 

specified index and assign the style and caption to the new item. 

void 
reverseStyle()  

Displays the ranges style with the reverse style in label map 

void 

setAlongLine(boolean value)  

Setting if displaying text alone the line. True represents displaying, 

False means displaying normally. The default one is False. 

void setAlongLineDirection(AlongLineDirection value)  
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Sets whether to show label along the line. 

void 

setAngleFixed(boolean value)  

If fix the text in alone-line displaying. True represents fix, false is 

displaying alone line angle. By default it is False. 

void 

setBackShape(LabelBackShape value)  

Sets the background shape for labels, e.g. rectangle, rounded 

rectangle, etc. 

void 
setBackStyle(GeoStyle style)  

Sets the background style of the label. 

void 
setFlowEnabled(boolean value)  

Setting if displaying label in flow, by default it is False. 

void 
setLabelExpression(java.lang.String value)  

Setting mark field expression. 

void 

setLabelRepeated(boolean value)  

Whether to highlight the lines or the region that formed by the lines 

or not. The default value is true. 

void 

setLabelRepeatInterval(double value)  

Setting the intervals in line-alone mark. The length unit and may 

geographic is unified. 

void 
setLabelsl(LabelMatrix labelMatrix )  

Setting the label matrix, in which labels are arranged in matrix. 

void 
setLeaderLineDisplayed(boolean value)  

Setting lines between label and its marked object displayed. 

void 
setLeaderLineStyle(GeoStyle style)  

Setting lines between label and its marked object displaying style. 
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void 
setMaxLabelLength(int value)  

Setting the maximum length of the label. 

void 
setMaxTextHeight(int value)  

Setting the maximum height of the text. 

void 
setMaxTextWidthht(int value)  

Setting the maximum width of the text. 

void 
setMinTextHeight(int value)  

Setting the minimum height of the text. 

void 
setMinTextWidthht(int value)  

Setting the minimum width of the text. 

void 
setNumericPrecisionint value)  

Setting the precision of the number in the label. 

void 

setOffsetFixed(boolean value)  

Setting text's horizon offset to the inner element. Unit is the map 

unit. 

void 

setOffsetX(java.lang.String value)  

Setting text's horizon offset to the inner element. Unit is the map 

unit. 

void 
setOffsetY(java.lang.String value)  

Setting text's vertical offset to the inner element's inner point. 

void 
setOverlapAvoided(boolean value)  

Set if displaying text preventing collision. 

void 
setOverLenghMode(OverLengthLabelMode value)  

Setting displaying label in line feed. 
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void 

setRangeExpression(java.lang.String value)  

Setting range field expression. the value in separating expression 

must be numeric. 

void 
setRepeatedLabelAvoided(boolean value)  

Set if avoid map re-mark. 

void 

setSmallGeometryLabeled(boolean value)  

When the length of label is longer than the object itself, get or set a 

Boolean value that indicates whether to show the label on current 

page. 

void 
setTextExtentInflation(Size2D size2D)  

Setting the cache area to the X and Y axis in labels. 

void 
setUniformMixedStyle(MixedTextStyle style)  

Setting Type of the Map, Please refer to ThemeType class for detail. 

void 
setUniformStyle(TextStyle style)  

Setting the unified text style. 

boolean 

split(int index, double splitValue, TextStyle style1, java.lang.String 

caption1, TextStyle style2, java.lang.String caption2)  

 Splits the range of the specified index into two ranges with the 

split value, and the two ranges have their captions and styles. 

3.4.7 Creation Method 

Using SuperMap Objects Java to create label map in two ways:  

1. A serise methods provided by class ThemeLabel;  

2. Adding sub item  

The following are the introduction of these two methods:  
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3.4.7.1 ThemeLabel.makeDefault 

The steps of generating thematic map through makeDefault are the same with unique thematic 

map. First, a vector dataset should be obtained for thematic map generation, and then set the 

thematic variable, colorGradientType.  

ThemeLabel provides three makeDefault methods. Please refer to Ranges Map creation.  

The following instance program use connect external table to create label map, i.e. using 

makeDefault(DatasetVector dataset,string rangeExpression, RangeMode rangeMode,double 

rangeParameter, ColorGradientType colorGradientType,JoinItems joinItems)  

 

The following code shows how to get connection with an external table to create a 

lable map. 

 public void themeLabelExample() { 

        //Open work space 

 Workspace workspace = new Workspace(); 

 WorkspaceConnectionInfo info = new 

WorkspaceConnectionInfo(@"E:\world\world.sxw"); 

 workspace.Open(info); 

 Datasource datasource = workspace.Datasources[0]; 

 DatasetVector dataset1 = datasource.Datasets["World"] as 

DatasetVector; 

 DatasetVector dataset2 = datasource.Datasets["Capital"] as 

DatasetVector; 

 //Set connection information class 
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 JoinItem joinitem = new JoinItem(); 

 String foreignTableName = dataset2.TableName; 

 joinitem.ForeignTable=foreignTableName; 

 joinitem.JoinFilter="world.capital=" + foreignTableName + ".capital"; 

 joinitem.JoinType=JoinType.LeftJoin; 

 joinitem.Name="Conncetion"; 

 //Set connection informaiton set class, add connection information into 

set 

 JoinItems joinitems = new JoinItems(); 

 joinitems.Add(joinitem); 

 //Generate default label map 

 ThemeLabel themelabel = ThemeLabel.MakeDefault( 

   dataset1, foreignTableName + ".smid", 

RangeMode.EqualInterval, 10.0, 

   ColorGradientType.Rainbow, joinitems); 

 //Set mark field expression 

 themelabel.LabelExpression=foreignTableName + ".cap_pop"; 

 //Set the style of map  

 themelabel.IsAlongLine=true; 

 themelabel.AlongLineDirection=AlongLineDirection.AlongLineNormal; 

 themelabel.IsLabelRepeated=true; 

 themelabel.IsOverlapAvoided=true; 

 //Add dataset layer 

 Map map = new Map(workspace); 

 map.Layers.Add(dataset1, true); 
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 //Add map layer 

 Layer layer = map.Layers.Add(dataset1, themelabel, true); 

 //Set filled condition 

 QueryParameter queryParameter = new QueryParameter(); 

 queryParameter.JoinItems=joinitems; 

 layer.DisplayFilter=queryParameter; 

 //Save the picture as BMP format 

 map.ImageSize=new Size(400, 400); 

 map.OutputMapToBMP("E:\\thelabel"); 

 //Save work space 

 String mapName = 

workspace.Maps.GetAvailableMapName("themeLabel") ; 

 workspace.Maps.Add(mapName, map.ToXML()); 

 workspace.Save(); 

 //Release resource 

 workspace.Dispose(); 

    } 

3.4.7.2 How to add sub intem thematic map 

The method is creating label map through adding sub item. 

 First, in the sub item of label map () to set the sub item (method list is as Table 15), including 

sub item's Name, displaying style, etc; 

Table 15 ThemeLabel class method list 

Method Description 
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setCaption(java.lang.String value) Obtaining or setting label map's Name. 

setStart(double start) The end value of label map's item. 

setEnd(double end) 
Obtaining or setting if the label map is 

visible or not. 

setStyle(TextStyle textStyle) The initial value of label map's item. 

setVisible(boolean value) 
Obtaining or setting the corresponding 

displaying style of label map. 

Note: when the label sub item is one of the ranges, the initial value is the minimum number 

of the ranges; when it is not the first section, a sub item's initial value must be the same 

with the previous sub item's end value. 

 After that, add each sub item into label map list through ThemeLabel.AddToTail() or 

ThemeLabel.AddToHead() method; 

 Finanly, call the Layers.Add (Dataset dataset, Theme theme, boolean addToHead) method to 

display the label map. 

3.5  Graph map 

3.5.1  Summary  

In order to statistic the tourist number across the resorts in Beijing, we can take fields Pop1, Pop2, 

Pop3, Pop4 (to represent the number of tourists in four seasons) as thematic variables to produce a 

tourist number graph map, which will illustrate the number of tourist for all the resorts in each 

season and for one resort in the four seasons. 

Graph map is used to reflect the size of the thematic values by drawing statistic diagram for every 

element or record. You may create your graph map according to multiple variables to reflect many 

properties. In a word, several related thematic values can be drawn on the same graph map. In 

graph map, you are able to do horizontal comparison and longitudinal comparison within one 

region or across the regions. It is widely used in maps with number feature, for instance, the grain 

yield in different areas, GDP, populations, volume of passenger transport in a variety of time ranges 

in train and subway. 
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There are detail instructions and the creation procedure of graph map in the following sections: 

 

 

 

Diagram 21 The Graph Map 

3.5.2 Understanding Graph Map 

3.5.2.1 Graph Map and Statistic Map 

In SuperMap Object Java environment, there is a statistic graph for each area in the Graph Map. 

Currently, there are many type statistic graphs provided now, including square, point graph, colunm 

graph, pie graph, etc. Please see Diagram 22 Type of Statistic Graph. 
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Square graph 

 

Ladder graph 

 

Polyline graph 

 

Dot graph 

 

Bar graph 

 

3D Bar graph 

 

Pie graph 

 

3D Pie graph 

 

Rose graph 

 

3D Rose graph 

 

Loop graph 

 

Stacked graph 

 

3D Stacked graph 

 

 

 

 
 

Diagram 22 Type of Statistic Graph 

3.5.2.2 Graduate Mode 

In order to decide the size of the statistic graph and the ratio of every thematic variable, the 

graduate mode should be used (class GraduatedMode), which is mainly used in graph map and 

graduated symbol map. 
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Graduation is used to decrease the size differences between data in creating map. Alternatively, it 

is also possible to apply logarithm or square graduate approach to deliminate the size difference 

between data. Currently, SuperMap Objects Java provides constant graduate mode, logarithm 

graduate mode, and square root graduate. For the negtive value, it cannot use logarithm or square 

root approach. 

Constant graduate mode (CONSTANT)): it is based on the linear ratio to do the graduate 

calculation. 

Square root graduate mode(SQUAREROOT) : it is based on the square root linear ratio to do the 

graduate calculation. 

Logarithm graduate mode (LOGARITHM): it is base on the logarithm linear ratio to do the graduate 

calculation. 

Method: set graduate mode through ThemeGraph.setGraduatedMode method. 

 

3.5.2.3 How to decide the size of statistic map 

The statistic graph's value scope, graduate mode, and the thematic value scope decide the 

displaying size of the statistic map. 

The value scope of statistic graph includes the maximum value and the minimum value. 

With different graduate modes, the same element will have different sizes of their statistic maps. 

The thematic value scope includes the maximum and minimum value, each of which is obtained by 

adding all the maximum and minimum value to be the thematic maximum and minimum. 

 

 

Relationship: providing the maximum and minimum value of statistic graph, the maximum and 

minimum value of theme, generating a linear coefficient by using linear relationship; getting the 

size of statistic graph according to the linear equation. 

 Note: The sum of all thematic values decides the size of the corresponding 

statistic map. Each thematic value decides the thematic variable ratio in the 

statistic map. 

 。 
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Method: Users may set graduate mode through ThemeGraph.setGraduatedMode; set the 

maximum and minimum displaying value through ThemeGraph.setMaxGraphSize and 

ThemeGraph.setMinGraphSize method; 

3.5.2.4 Graph Map Displaying Effect 

Similar with label map, it is allowed to set flowing display, avoidance, pulling line, offset, etc. 

Additionally, it is also able to set the coordinates and the style of the statistic map. 

3.5.2.4.1 The setting of coordinate of statistic map 

You may set if displaying the coordinates; if yes, it is also possible to set its color, grid, and text 

notation, and so on. Figure 2 displays the set of coordinate with black coordinate, grid and text 

mark. 

 

Diagram 23 Coordiante setting 

 

Table 16 Property list used in setting coordinate 

Method Description 

setAxesDisplayed(boolean value) Setting the color of coordinates. 

setAxesColor(java.awt.Color color) 
Setting text style of statistic map's 

coordiantes. 

setAxesGridDisplayed(boolean value) Setting if displaying coordinates. 

setAxesTextDisplayed(boolean value) Setting if displaying grid. 

 Note: The unit of the state value is the same with the map. 
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setAxesTextStyle(TextStyle textStyle) 
Setting if displaying the text mark of 

coordinate. 

3.5.2.4.2 Statistic map's Setting 

It is also possible to set if the statistic map is zoomed in and out. 

Table 17 Text displaying format of Graph Map 

Text Displaying Format of Graph Map 

 

Percentage 

 

True value 

 

Caption 

Title +percentage 

 

Title + true value 

 

In class ThemeGraph, the method of setting statistic map to achieve the method list is as follows: 

Table 18 Setting the property list of statistic map 

Method Description 

setGraphSizeFixed(boolean value) 
Setting the text displaying format of 

Graph Map. 

setGraphTextDisplayed(boolean value) 
Setting the text marking style of 

Graph Map. 

setGraphTextFormat(ThemeGraphTextFormat  Setting if the statistic map will go 
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themeGraphTextFormat) with the map to zoom in and out. 

setGraphTextStyle(TextStyle textStyle) 
Setting if displaying the text 

annotation. 

3.5.2.4.3 Setting the automatic avoidance of statistic map 

It also set avoidence. But if class Map's attribute IsOverlapDisplayed has true value, then it is 

possible that there happens overlaying; when the Map.isOverlapDisplayed method is set to false, 

some statistic maps will be filled out, securing all statistic maps all un-overlaid. 

When creating Graph Map and Label Map, if the graph map has no text mark, the labels in label 

map can be displayed normally even it is overlaid with statistic map. SuperMap Objects Java offers 

ThemeGraph.isOverlapAvoided method to set automatic avoidance. 

3.5.2.4.4 Other setting 

Beside the stated setting, it is also possible to choose if display the negative property.  

In class ThemeGraph, how to achieve Method List is as follows:  

Table 19 Method Table of Other Setting 

Method Description 

setBarWidth(double value) Setting the width of the bar. 

setNegativeDisplayed(boolean value) Setting if display negative property value. 

setRoseAngle(double value) 
Setting width of each bar, using map 

coordinate unit. 

setStartAngle(double value) 

Setting initial angle of pie statistic map, 

the horizontal direction is the positive. 

The unit is degree. 
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3.6  Graduated symbol map 

3.6.1  Summary 

The following is an example of a Graduated Symbol map of six central Chinese provinces created on 

the basis of their provincial population in 1990. For the size of the point is proportional to the 

population of each province, we can see that Henan has the largest population, following Hunan, 

Anhui, Hubei, and Jiangxi, and Shanxi has the smallest population among these six provinces. 

 

Diagram 3.1 Graduated Symbol Map 

Graduated symbol map uses a group of graduated symbols created by certain class method to 

display relative numeric relationship among the elements on a quantitative characters. 
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Graduated symbol map is usually used in maps with numeric character, for instance, the grain yield 

in different areas, GDP, and populations. In other words, the thematic variable in a graduated 

symbol map should be numeric type. 

3.6.2 Understanding Graduated Symbol Map 

3.6.2.1 How to decide the displaying size of graduated symbol 

In graduated symbol map, how to decide the size of graduated symbol for different elements? 

The size depends on the following elements: size of dot symbol, basic value of graduated symbol, 

the value of thematic value. 

 

The size of dot symbol is not the displaying size of the thematic map. In the same graduated 

symbol map, the size of dot symbol is unified. Since each element has different thematic value, the 

final displaying dot symbol will be different. You may set the size through GeoStyle.MarkerSize 

attribute. 

Graduated model, please refer to the description in graph map. In graduated symbol map, the 

values for deciding the size of symbol are different. In constant mode, the original data will be the 

base. In logarithm mode, get nature logarithm value of every thematic value of every element. In 

the square root mode, it get the square root value to decide the size of graduated symbol. The 

property ThemeGraduatedSymbol.GraduatedMode can be used to set graduated mode.  

The basic value is decided by user. The larger the basic value is, the smaller the size of dot symbol 

will be.  
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3.6.2.2 The effect setting of graduated symbol displaying 

It is also allowed to set if displaying in flow, etc. However, the graduated symbol map is only set 

symbols. Users are able to set if to display the values in negative or zero, and the style of the 

graduated symbol. 

3.6.3  Interface Concerned 

In SuperMap Objects Java environment, use class ThemeGraduatedSymbol to produce graduated 

symbol map. The method and property are as follows: 

Table 20 ThemeGraduatedSymbol Method List 

Type Description 

void 
dispose()  

Release all local resource occupied by theme map. 

double 

getBaseValue()  

Gets the base value of graduated symbol map. The unit is the 

same with the thematic variable's units. 

java.lang.String 

getExpression()  

Gets the field or field expression used as the thematic variable 

of the graduated symbol map. 

GraduatedMode 

getGraduatedMode()  

Obtaining GraduatedMode class. It is mainly used in graph map 

and graduate symbol map. 

GeoStyle 
getLeaderLineStyle()  

Gets whether displaying the leader line or not. 

GeoStyle 
getNegativeStyle()  

Get the symbol style of negative value. 

java.lang.String 
getOffsetX()  

Gets the offset value of chart in x-axis. It uses map unit. 

java.lang.String getOffsetY()  
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Gets the offset value of chart in y-axis. It uses map unit. 

GeoStyle 
getPositiveStyle()  

Gets the symbol style of positive value. 

GeoStyle 
getZeroStyle()  

Getting the graduated symbol's style of value 0. 

boolean 

isFlowEnabled()  

Get whether flow display graduated symbols following the 

feature it represents. The default is false, which is not allowed 

to flow display. 

boolean 
isLeaderLineDisplayed()  

Gets whether displaying the leader line or not. 

boolean 

isNegativeDisplayed()  

Get whether display the symbol of negative value. True 

indicates display. 

boolean 

isZeroDisplayed()  

Get whether display the symbol of zero value. True indicates 

display. 

boolean 
isOffsetFixed()  

Get whether the offset of the chart is fixed or not. 

void 

setBaseValue(double value)  

Sets the base value of graduated symbol map. The unit is the 

same with the thematic variable's units. 

void 

setExpression(java.lang.String value)  

Sets the field or field expression used as the thematic variable 

of the graduated symbol map. 

void 

setFlowEnabled(boolean value)  

Set whether flow display graduated symbols following the 

feature it represents. The default is false, which is not allowed 

to flow display. 
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void 

setGraduatedMode(GraduatedMode value)  

Setting GraduatedMode object. It is mainly used in graph map 

and graduate symbol map. 

void 
setLeaderLineDisplayed(boolean value)  

Sets whether displaying the leader line or not. 

void 

setLeaderLineStyle(GeoStyle style)  

Set the style of leader line between chart and its corresponded 

object. 

void 

setNegativeDisplayed(boolean value)  

Set whether display the symbol of negative value. True 

indicates display. 

void 
setNegativeStyle(GeoStyle style)  

Set the symbol style of negative value. 

void 
setOffsetFixed(boolean value)  

Set whether the offset of the chart is fixed or not. 

void 
setOffsetX(java.lang.String value)  

Sets the offset value of chart in x-axis. It uses map unit. 

void 
setOffsetY(java.lang.String value)  

Sets the offset value of chart in y-axis. It uses map unit. 

void 
setPositiveStyle(GeoStyle style)  

Sets the symbol style of positive value. 

void 

setZeroDisplayed(boolean value)  

Set whether display the symbol of zero value. True indicates 

display. 

void 
setZeroStyle(GeoStyle style)  

Set the graduated symbol's style of value 0. 

3.6.4 Creation Method 

Steps of creating graduated symbol map in SuperMap Objects Java environment: 
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1. First, a vector dataset should be obtained for thematic map generation from map control or 

workspace; 

2. Instantiate a graduated symbol map object, and set the thematic variable and its basic value. 

Meanwhile set the graduated symbol effect;  

3. Finanlly, call Layers.add (Dataset dataset, Theme theme, boolean addToHead) to display the 

map.  

Please refer to the dot density map for creation instance.  

 

3.7  Grid unique value map 

3.7.1  Summary 

Grid unique value map includes pixels with the same property value as one class, displaying by one 

colour to distinguish from others. Grid unique value map are suitable to discrete raster data and 

some continuous raster data. To the continuous raster data which have different pixel values will 

not produce any meaningful results. 

If you have got to know about the unique value map, the grid unique value map will be easy to 

understand, as the differences between them are very few, besides the object data. 

 The unique value map deal with vector data, while the grid unique value map operates on 

the raster data.  

 The thematic values of the unique value map are field values or values of field expression of 

the elements. In the grid unique value map, the thematic values are pixel's property values 

of the raster dataset.  

 The style configuration in the unique value map includes colour style, infill style, and symbol 

style. However, there is only colour style to set in the grid unique value map.  
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Diagram 24 Grid Unique Value Map 

3.7.2 Interface Concerned 

In SuperMap Objects Java, using ThemeGridUnique to creat grid unique value map. The methods  

are illustrated on following table: 

Table 21 ThemeGridUnique's Method List 

Type Description 

 int 
add(ThemeGridUniqueItem item)  

Adding a grid unique value map item into the list. 

 void 

clear()  

Delete all sub items of the grid unique ranges map. The execution 

of it will cause all item to be released. 

 void 
dispose()  

Release all local resource occupied by theme map 

 int 
getCount()  

Obtaining the number of grid unique value mp. 

 java.awt.Color 

getDefaultColor()  

Obtaining the default color of grid unique value map. Objects that 

are not contained by the list will use the color to display. If it is not 
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set, the map's default color will be used. 

 

ThemeGridUniqueI

tem 

get(int index)  

Obtaining the item according to specified order number. 

 int 
indexOf(double unique)  

Obtaining the order number of the specific field value. 

 boolean 
insert(int index, ThemeGridUniqueItem item)  

Insert the given grid unique value into the set order. 

static 

ThemeGridUnique 

makeDefault(DatasetGrid dataset)  

Generate the default grid unique value map according to given grid 

dataset. 

static 

ThemeGridUnique 

makeDefault(DatasetGrid dataset, ColorGradientType 

colorGradientType)  

Generate the default grid unique value map according to given grid 

dataset. 

 boolean 

remove(int index)  

Delete an item in grid unique value map according to a specific 

number. 

 void 
reverseColor()  

Displaying item colors in reverse order. 

 void 

setDefaultColor(java.awt.Color color)  

Setting the default color of grid unique value map. Objects that are 

not contained by the list will use the color to display. If it is not set, 

the map's default color will be used. 

3.7.3 Creation Method 

Steps of creating Grid Unique Value map in SuperMap Objects Java environment: 

1) The method ThemeGridUnique.makeDefault 
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2) The method for adding items in ThemeGridRangeItem class. 

3.8  Grid ranges map 

3.8.1  Summary 

Grid ranges map classes the property values of elements into several ranges. Each range gives their 

elements the same colour to display. Grid ranges map is usually used to display continuous 

phenomena's quantity or extent features. For instance, to illustrate the precipitation of a year 

across the country is to integrate all the observation values from all the weather sites, producing 

raster data in ranges. 

If you have read the introduction of Ranges Map, it will be more easily to understand the Grid 

Ranges Map for you, as the differences between them are very few, besides the object data. In the 

next part of this section, we are going to help users to understand the grid ranges map by 

comparing them.  

1. In ranges map, the data has to be vector data; while in grid ranges map, the data has to 

be raster data.  

2. The ranges map supports all the range dividing methods offered by class RangeMode; 

while grid ranges map only supports four of them, which are equidistance, square root, 

logarithmic, and custom setting.  

3. The thematic values of ranges map are field values or values of field expression. However, 

the thematic values of grid ranges map is the pixel's property value of the raster dataset. 

4. The style setting in ranges map includes colour, infill, symbol and so on; in grid ranges 

map, there is only colour style to set to different ranges to distinguish from each other.  
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Diagram 25 Grid Ranges Map 

3.8.2 Interface Concerned 

In SuperMap Objects Java environment, using ThemeGridRange class to make Grid Ranges Map. 

The methods and property are in following table: 

Table 22 ThemeGridRange Method List 

Type Description 

boolean 
addToHead(ThemeGridRangeItem item)  

Add a sub item to the head of the list. 

 boolean 
addToTail(ThemeGridRangeItem item)  

Add a sub item to the tail of the list. 

 void clear()  
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Delete a range value. 

 void 

dispose()  

Release all local resource occupied by theme map.  

(Inherited from Theme.) 

 int 
getCount()  

Obtaining the number of ranges in grid ranges map. 

 ThemeGridRangeItem 
getItem(int index)  

Obtaining the specific item by order number. 

 int 

indexOf(double value)  

Obtaining the order number of the specific field value. For 

non-existing, return -1. 

static ThemeGridRange 

makeDefault(DatasetGrid dataset, RangeMode rangeMode, 

double rangeParameter)  

According to given grid dataset, field expression, range 

model, and the corresponding parameters, to generate 

default grid range map. 

static ThemeGridRange 

makeDefault(DatasetGrid dataset, RangeMode rangeMode, 

double rangeParameter, ColorGradientType 

colorGradientType)  

Make the default grid range map with the given dataset, 

rangeExpression, rangeMode, rangeParameter and 

colorGradientType. 

 boolean 

merge(int index, int count, java.awt.Color color, 

java.lang.String caption)  

Merges the specified counts of ThemeRange items from the 

specified index and assign the style and caption to the new 

item. 

 void 
reverseColor()  

Displaying ranges style in ranges map in rerverse color. 
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 boolean 

split(int index, double splitValue, java.awt.Color color1, 

java.lang.String caption1, java.awt.Color color2, 

java.lang.String caption2)  

Splits the range of the specified index into two ranges with 

the split value, and the two ranges have their captions and 

styles. 

3.8.3 Creation Method 

In SuperMap Objects Java environment, there are two methods to realize grid range map: 

1. A series method provided by makeDefault by ThemeGridRange class;  

2. Adding sub item (ThemeGridRangeItem class )  

The two approaches are similar with creation method of Ranges map 
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